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1. Introduction

About half a century ago, Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) 
were the first to discover intensity correlations between pho-
tons from the radiation of a gaseous discharge [1], and to use 
this phenomenon of photon bunching in light emitted by a 
chaotic source to measure the angular size of a star [2]. This 
milestone stimulated the birth of modern quantum optics [3]. 
Advances in atom cooling and detection have pushed for-
ward the observation and full characterization of the atomic 
analogue of the HBT effect with bosonic atoms [4–8]. Early 
experiments measuring this effect in neutral atoms were real-
ized by coupling an atom (laser) beam out of a Bose–Einstein 
condensate. Similarly, a time-resolved and position-sensitive 
detector (microchannel plate and delay-line anode) has been 
applied to detect single atoms to compare the HBT effect 
in bosons and fermions [9]. In 2005, a high-finesse optical 
enabled cavity was employed to detect the time-resolved 
counting of single atoms extracted from a weakly interact-
ing Bose–Einstein condensate of 87Rb atoms. This was based 

on the measurement of the second-order correlation function 
g2(τ) of an atom laser and pseudo-thermal atomic beams in an 
HBT type experiment, where τ is the time delay [6]. Sensitive 
probing and manipulation of single atoms with the quantized 
electromagnetic field in the cavity mode is possible in the 
strong coupling regime of a cavity quantum electrodynamics 
(QED) system, where the decoherence is much smaller than 
the coupling [10–13]. In this letter we describe an experiment 
in which we also counted single atoms using a high finesse 
optical microcavity, but the atomic beam is directly derived 
from a magneto-optical trap (MOT). The second-order cor-
relation function of this truly thermal atomic beam is obtained 
using the HBT effect, and its bunching behavior is observed.

2. Experimental setup and results

Our experimental setup is shown in figure  1. The 
main components of the MOT and microcavity were 
placed in a vacuum chamber where the pressure in the 
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ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) cell was maintained at about 
1  ×  10−10 Torr. The Fabry–Perot cavity here had a high 
finesse of F  =  3.3  ×  105, and was composed of two super-
polished spherical mirrors with a radius of curvature of 
100 mm and an end-diameter of 1 mm. The cavity length l 
was 86.9 μm [14] and the waist of the intra-cavity TEM00 
mode at 852.356 nm was ω0  =  23.8 μm. Our system oper-
ated in a strong coupling regime with the parameters 
g0  =  2π  ×  23.9 MHz, κ  =  2π  ×  2.6 MHz, γ  =  2π  ×  2.6 
MHz for the TEM00 mode, where g0 is the peak atom–
field coupling coefficient between the cavity TEM00 mode 
and atoms, and κ, γ are the cavity and atom decay rates, 
respectively. A weak probe laser beam of 852 nm was 
tuned close to the transition of the cesium D2 line 62S1/2, 
F  =  4  →  62P3/2, F′  =  5. An auxiliary 828 nm diode laser 
was applied to lock the length of the microcavity, and 
self-stabilized relative to the transition of the cesium D2 
line by a ‘transfer cavity’. The output of the cavity was of 
the order of picowatts, and was measured using a single-
photon counting module (SPCM) (Perkin Elmer Model 
SPCM-AQR-15) with a total photon detection efficiency 
of η  =  7.5%, which included the efficiencies of the cavity 
emission, beam propagation and photodetection.

In the experiment, approximately 4  ×  104 atoms were 
initially accumulated by laser cooling in the MOT, which 
was located about 6 mm right above the center of the 
microcavity. The atoms were further cooled down using 
polarization gradient cooling (PGC). They then dropped 
down freely in the presence of gravity, at the same time 
strongly interacting with the cavity mode which led to a 
tremendous change in the cavity transmission. That is, the 
presence of an atom inside the microcavity brought about a 
sudden drop in the transmission, as illustrated in figure 2. 
Typical emission signals of the cavity without and with 
PGC are shown in figures 2(a) and (b) at temperatures of 
T  =  197.5  ±  2.28 μK and T  =  31.3  ±  0.7 μK, respectively. 
The atomic temperatures were determined by the method 
we proposed in 2011 [15]. The probe field with an average 
intracavity photon number of about 1 was resonant with the 
cavity. Because a dip in the cavity emission (blue squares) 
in figures  2(a) and (b) corresponded to the arrival of an 
atom in the cavity, single-atom events could be extracted 

from the cavity emission recorded by a real-time detector. 
Figures 2(c) and (d), corresponding to figures 2(a) and (b), 
respectively, illustrates the arrival times of the atoms more 
clearly.

To identify the single-atom events more effectively from 
the transmission spectra, we needed to define a reasonable 
threshold (illustrated by the gray-dashed line in figure 2), that 
is to say, only when the photon count was below the defined 
threshold, were the events caused by atom transits. Therefore 
we compared the extracted atom transits using two and four 
times the standard deviation of the photon noise as a threshold. 
In figure 3, the atom events could be more correctly extracted 
when the threshold was taken as four times the standard devia-
tion of the photon noise (blue bars) than for twice (black bars). 
As an example, we can determine the exact atom events, given 
by the blue squares in figures 2(a) and (b) and then record the 
exact arrival times, displayed by the red sticks in figures 2(c) 
and (d). The value of this threshold was calculated to be set 
at four times the shot noise of the probe laser, shown by the 
gray-dashed line in figures 2(a) and (b). Thus we were able 
to record a number of two-dimensional arrays including the 
atom arrival time and photon counts (the depth of the falling 
dips). For these atom events, the transmission reduction, com-
pared with the average photon number, was then obtained and 
the frequency of the same reduction acquired, as illustrated in 
figure 3 (color bars).

Figure 4(a) shows the second-order correlation function g
(2)(τ)  =  〈I(t)I(t  +  τ)〉/〈I(t)〉2  =  Pc(t  ∣  t  +  τ.) [16] of truly ther-
mal atomic beams at different temperatures, derived from the 
arrival times of the atoms. For the higher (lower) temperature 
atom cloud without (with) PGC we obtained the green triangle 
(blue diamond) curve. The orange and red lines were fitted to 
the experimental results according to the theory of multimode 
thermal field coherence. Here we assumed a Gaussian multi-
mode thermal field, so the normalized second-order coherence 
function is given by [16]:
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where δ is the spectral linewidth and ω0 the central fre-
quency. It was evident that the degree of second-order 
coherence g2(τ)  ⩾  1, and g2(τ)  ∣max  =  2 at τ  =  0. Here, we 
used the function g(2)(τ)  =  1  +  β exp(−τ 2/η 2) to fit the 
experimental data in figure 4(a), where the linewidth η was 
dependent on the temperature of the atoms, and the coef-
ficient β was mainly caused by the limited signal-to-noise 
ratio in photodetection, as well as fluctuations in the mag-
netic field and probe laser. The η was used to describe the 
width of the Gaussian spectrum and increased with the 
number of modes. From our theoretical fit, we obtained 
η  =  23.7  ±  0.12 ms, β  =  0.55 for the atomic beam with-
out PGC and η  =  14.9  ±  0.09 ms, β  =  0.55 with PGC. 
Figures  4(b) and (c) denote the probability distributions 
of the number of events N with a time interval of T  =  20.7 

Figure 1. Schematic of our experimental setup. The microcavity 
consists of two super-mirrors. The cold atom cloud is produced 
in a MOT right above the centre of the cavity. The SPCM is used 
to detect the cavity output. Atoms fall freely from the MOT under 
gravity and pass through the cavity mode.
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ms for the atomic beam after PGC, and T  =  28.5 ms with-
out PGC. The crosses (+) indicate a Bose distribution of 
p(N)  =  〈n〉N/(1  +  〈n〉)1+N, which was to be expected for a 
thermal event with the same mean value of 〈n〉  =  1.97.

In an analogy with thermal light, the spectral width became 
wider as the atomic temperature increased, which stemmed 
from the change in the number of atomic modes. Although the 
two atomic clouds had different initial temperature distribu-
tions and consequently different decay rates, both their sec-
ond-order correlation functions exhibited the bunching effect 
of a truly thermal atomic beam.

3. Conclusions

The correlation statistics of neutral 133Cs atoms were inves-
tigated in a strongly coupled cavity QED system. Here, two 
atom samples were considered with different initial tem-
peratures, one sample with and the other without undergo-
ing PGC. The atom–atom correlation statistics exhibited a 
bunching effect similar to thermal optical beams. The sec-
ond-order correlation function of a multimode thermal opti-
cal beam was used to fit the experiment data for the atom 
beams. As with chaotic thermal light, we found that the atom 
correlation time was dependent on the atom mode number, 
controlled by the initial temperature in the MOT [17]. The 
relevant parameter values were obtained by the theoretical fit-
ting of the experimentally measured curves. The cavity QED 
system enabled us to observe the statistical distribution and 
correlation of a true thermal atom beam using single-photon 
counting techniques.

Figure 2. Cavity emission signals from two cold atom samples detected by the SPCM: (a) without PGC and (b) with PGC. The signals 
from the atoms increased after PGC, and their arrival time was delayed when other conditions were the same. The red curve is the 
direct output from the SPCM, and a sudden drop in cavity emission (blue squares) corresponded to the arrival of an atom in the cavity. 
Figures 2(c) and (d), corresponding to figures 2(a) and (b), respectively, illustrate the arrival times of the atoms more clearly.

Figure 3. Distribution of measured cavity transmission reduction 
magnitudes. The black bars indicate the extracted atom signal from 
setting twice the threshold, and the blue bars are for four times the 
threshold. The inset illustration shows the enlarged view. It proved 
that four times the standard deviation of the photon shot noise as the 
threshold was better for recognizing a real atom event than twice 
the standard deviation.
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